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into.namespace KeePassLib.Storage { /// /// Specifies the basic type of a large object. /// public enum LargeObjectType { /// /// This is the default value. /// None, /// /// This is a 64-bit unsigned integer
that holds the size of the data. /// BigUInt, /// /// This is a bool that specifies whether the data is binary. /// Binary, /// /// This is a string that can hold unicode. /// String, } } Q: Connected and not
connected graphs I was wondering if connected and not connected graphs are different or they are the same? I know that connected graphs are not acyclic graphs and not connected graphs are
acyclic graphs. My question is: are there any other differences? Thank you. A: They are not the same. A connected graph has no loops, while an acyclic graph has at least one loop. Generalized CohenSeals regularization. We apply the regularization technique introduced by
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